The balance between risk and benefit in modern CT scanners is governed by the automatic adaptation mechanisms that adjust x-ray flux for accommodating patient size to achieve certain image noise values. The effectiveness of this adaptation is an important aspect of CT performance and should ideally be characterized in the context of real patient cases. Objective of this study was to characterize CT performance with an index that includes image-noise and radiationdose across a clinical patient population.
INTRODUCTION
CT diagnostic protocols should be designed and optimized to balance image quality and radiation dose and clinically acceptable image quality has become an issue as dose reduction strategies. The aim of optimization must be to keep radiation exposure "as low as reasonably achievable" (ALARA) while ensuring acceptable clinical images [1] [2] . Therefore, behind every optimization action, there is need of a risk/benefit evaluation. The effort to contextually compare the image quality and radiation dose is a natural progression of the optimization principle [2] because the acquisition parameters are directly related to the clinical benefit: dose is correlated with patient risk.
The balance between risk and benefit in modern CT scanners is governed by the automatic adaptation mechanisms that adjust x-ray flux for accommodating patient size to achieve certain image noise values [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . The effectiveness of this adaptation is an important aspect of CT performance and should ideally be characterized in the context of real patient cases because a phantom study may only provide information related to the scanner performance in a highlyconstrained setup [7] .
The objective of this study was to characterize CT tube current modulation performance with a new metric that includes image noise and radiation dose as a function of patient size. This methodology can be implemented within dose monitoring programs that collect patient diameter, dose and image noise values, which allows CT performance characterization across patient populations.
METHODS
The study included 1526 examinations (January 2015 and June 2015 through January 2016) performed by three CT scanners: GE Healthcare Discovery CT750HD, GE Healthcare Lightspeed VCT, and Siemens SOMATOM definition Flash used for two routine clinical protocols (abdominopelvic with contrast and chest without contrast). The three scanners were anonymized and they are identified as CT1, CT2 and CT3. All data presented in this work came from the Duke Health dose monitoring program (DHDMP) [8] , [9] .
The DHDMP stores patient width, thickness and effective diameter as well as dose and image noise values for all CT studies. After the CT images are acquired on the scanners, together with the structured dose report, they are sent to both PACS and the Dose Monitoring Server, where images are temporarily stored and then analyzed for patient sizes and noise. The scout images are contoured to calculate the patient sizes, and the tomographic images are used to calculate the noise. The tomographic images are first applied a threshold of -100 ~ 300 HU to isolate soft tissue (relatively uniform and artifact free compared to other tissue types) for noise calculation. For each slice, an ROI is identified around each pixel, generating a standard deviation and a histogram of standard deviation map across the slice. Noise of that slice is computed as the value corresponding to the peak of the histogram. The whole CT image set was binned to ten groups and the noise calculation process is conducted automatically for the first slice for each bin. The final noise value for the image set is computed as the mean of the noise values.
In order to consider only the diagnostic series, scout, iterative reconstruction, contrast monitoring, and contrast premonitoring series were excluded. Since the proposed method needs to be applied to consistent populations in term of scan parameters and convolution kernels, for each protocol, we selected the most frequent exams with the same kVp, slice thickness, total collimation width, pitch, convolution kernel, and image quality indicator. GE Healthcare and Siemens Healthcare scanners use two distinct angular automatic tube current modulation system(ATCM) methodologies with target image quality indicators corresponding to varying degrees of image quality. The image quality indicators are noise index (NI) for GE Healthcare and image quality reference effective tube current-time product (Q) for Siemens Healthcare scanners. In this work, we included the corresponding level of image quality index for each protocol. A summary of examinations included in the study is reported in Table 1 . In terms of noise, a preceding study [10] reported an empirical equation that relates noise , phantom diameter, and tube current ( ) as
where , , , , are fitting parameters. Furthermore, an investigation of the ImPACT Group [11] showed a linear proportionality between the logarithm of and phantom diameter as
where is the slope, and is the intercept of the curve. From equations (1) and (2), it follows that noise can be linearized as a function of diameter in terms of √ln .
A 3D-fit of √ln across ln and patient diameter was performed for each protocol and each scanner with a planar 1 st degree function. This will characterize the overall dependency of noise versus CTDI vol for each scanner across a population. We used the Curve Fitting Toolbox TM application in MATLAB® R2015b software [12] : the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) values were estimated in the residuals' plots as a consistency metric of system adaptability across the study cases. Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the analysis performed in this study for CT1 abdomen and pelvis with contrast protocol data. In particular, Figure 1 shows the 3D-fit plot of √ln across ln and patient diameter with a planar 1 st degree function. Figure 2 shows the same 3D-fit of dose versus patient diameter with isocontours of noise, and Figure 3 In(CTDIvo]) (mGy) 78 related fit residuals plot. The analysis was performed for all the six populations involved in this study and the RSME values are summarized in Table 2 . 
RESULTS

DISCUSSION
We performed an analysis to compare the performance of different CT scanners with a new metric that simultaneously incorporates image quality information (noise) and radiation dose information (CTDI vol ) throughout a population of patients. Although this analysis could be performed with phantoms, phantom data would only provide information concerning specific exposure parameters for a scan [13] : instead, a general population comparison is a way to obtain new information related to the patient adaptability of different scanners. To our knowledge, such a comparison across manufacturers that includes dose, noise and patient size information has not been previously reported.
The data show different scanner dependencies in terms of adaptability: the RMSE values for the three scanners are between 0.0385 HU 1/2 and 0.0215 HU 1/2 . Thus, different scanners offer different degrees of reproducibility of noise and dose values across the population and lower RSME values are associated with better performance reproducibility. In general, for increasing values of dose and patient effective diameter, noise values also increase, with the exception of chest protocol performed with CT1. The study is not affect by the different trends because we have performed the analysis in six populations with consistent scanner parameters and convolution kernels.
Larson et al. [7] introduced a mathematical CT radiation dose optimization model based on the minimization of the radiation dose that provides a constant image noise level for different patient sizes. Their model, while innovative and informative, did not consider that the inter-scanner performance and dose administered is not constant across a population. Different scanners have different levels of adaptability. A previous study [9] used the DHDMP algorithm to estimate the variability of noise, SSDE, and effective diameter data across the three scanner models involved in this study: the median effective diameter differed by 2-8%, the median SSDE differed by 9-33%, and the median noise values differed by 15-35%, between the three scanner models. In this work, we have shown that the variability cannot be interpreted only in terms of absolute values because scanner performance varies when radiation dose is modulated to achieve consistent image quality across a population.
This work is limited in multiple aspects. The work shown here includes only three scanners by two manufacturers and only two different clinical protocols for specific kVp, slice thickness, total collimation width, pitch, image quality indicator and convolution kernel. But, the method described can be implemented to investigate the 3D relationship between noise, radiation dose, and patient size, even for different scan parameters and different image quality indicator values. It should be noted that the results do not show absolute values of image quality and radiation dose across a population but only the difference between different vendors in terms of patient variability. Also, the study does not consider the maximum and minimum tube current values that are set up in certain CT devices. Despite the radiographers can adjust these parameters (i.e. for big patient size), there are not standard clinical procedures that describe the process and this may affect the scanner adaptability. Furthermore, the noise is only one of the parameters that describe image quality in diagnostic imaging, and in future studies, it will be important to investigate the relationship between other image quality indexes (e.g., resolution, contrast) with radiation dose across patient populations.
CONCLUSION
We have shown that it is possible to find a theoretical 3D relationship between image noise, dose (CTDI vol ), and patient size (effective diameter) in CT examinations. The comparison of real data with this function, in terms of RMSE in a 3D fit, is a metric that describes how different scanners are able to reproduce, for the same patient size, the same performance in terms of an important image quality parameter and in terms of CTDI vol . These types of analyses are only possible through simultaneous image quality and dose monitoring, which can speak to the actual (as opposed to presumed) output of imaging systems.
